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From Overwhelmed to Inspired ~ Your Per-
sonal Guide to Health and Well-being by Mary 
Jayne Rogers Ph.D.
Description:  Dr. Mary Jayne Rogers 
guides you on a journey toward personal 
empowerment and well-being.  From 
Overwhelmed to Inspired cuts through 
the misinformation of most diet and 
exercise fads to help you discover the true 
essentials of wellness and how to attain 
better health, improved relationships and 
a deeper connection to your inner source.

ISBN: 9781534853089 145pp 

Distributor:  Create Space 

Category: Self Help, Health & Wellness

Publisher:  Create Space  www.
createspace.com

Author email:  profoundwellness@gmail.com              6F

Orchid of the Night by J.S. Bodin
Description: Murders, assumed identities, a Yaqui medicine man, a gay com-
mune in the desert, eerie dreams, a gold 
bracelet, and Dracula vampira orchids 
await the reader.  The two protagonists 
become entangled in secrets and lies of 
both gay and straight lives, each with 
their own abuses and duplicities. This 
psychological thriller delves into the inner 
psyche of a pathological liar and the 
life-changing events that affect the Yaqui 
detective on the case.

ISBN: 978-1-940769-64-6

Wholesale distributers: Ingram and 
Amazon

Subject: Fiction GBLT and  Fiction Thriller

Publisher: Mercury HeartLink, www.
heartlink.com,  consult@earthlink.com

Author email: jsbodin@msn.com              1F

Long Night Moon by Sue Boggio 
and Mare Pearl
Description: Santiago Silva embarks on his 
dream career in San Francisco, only to receive 
shocking news from home in Esperanza, New 
Mexico. A young woman he briefly dated has 
reappeared with a three-year-old son she 
swears Santiago fathered, and claims they are 
in danger. After his son is brutally kidnapped 
and the mother is critically wounded, Santiago 
puts his new life on hold to confront the unfold-
ing crisis in New Mexico.

ISBN: ISBN: 978-0-8263-5794-6   $24.95  320 
pages

Wholesalers/distributors: UNM Press Ingram

Subject: Fiction

Publisher: UNM Press www.unmpress.com 

Author email: via website: www.boggioandpearl.com       6F

Long Night Moon
a novel

Sue Boggio Mare Pearl•

Kincaid by Will Davis
Description: Luke Kincaid soon learned 
that life on the frontier was a constant 
challenge. He found himself at odds with 
Comanches, Comancheros, Mexican 
Federales and Gringo outlaws. Luke 
fought along-side Sam Houston at San 
Jacinto, served under Captain Rip Ford of 
the Texas Rangers, partnered with Bigfoot 
Wallace to escape a Mexican prison and 
came face to face with the evil El Gigante 
of the Comancheros.  

ISBN: 9781478764083  $16.95  241pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram

Subject: Fiction

Publisher: Outskirts Press, Inc. www.
outskirtspress.com/bookstore

Author email: bush@davemel.com             1F



Follow the River Home by Corran Harrington
Description:  Daniel Arroyo has suffered 
a lifetime of guilt over the death of his 
infant sister. When PTSD from a Vietnam he 
left thirty years ago forces Daniel to face 
what haunts him, he is pulled back to the 
neighborhood of his youth, where old houses 
hold tired secrets. “. . . A gifted writer whose 
voice is a gentle current moving you into 
unexpected landscapes.” — Roderick Clark, 
editor of Rosebud.

ISBN:  ISBN 978-0-9855200-2-1 / $15.95 
/ 220 pp

Wholesalers/Distributors:  itascabooks.
com

Subject Categories:  Literary Fiction, Southwest Fiction

Publisher: Arbor Farm Press  arborfarmpress.com  mecapek@me.com 

Author email:  corranharrington@gmail.com                2

Complete Santa Fe Bucket List by Pat Hodapp
Description: [This] makes me smile and reminds me of 
many of the reasons I love Santa Fe. Hodapp combines a 
librarian’s obsession for getting things right with her pas-
sionate, on–going love affair with her adopted home town. 
This gem of a book offers unique and valuable suggestions 
for visitors and locals, things to see and do for all ages, in 
all price ranges, throughout our fascinating ancient city. 
Her recommendations include places to eat – one of my 
personal favorite ways to explore any city. Written with 
witty prose and honest personal insights, this useful little 
guide combines fun and facts in a delightful way. I highly 
recommend it. – Anne Hillerman

WINNER, NM-AZ BOOK AWARDS, 2016

ISBN: 978-1-943681-09-9  128pp  $15.95

Wholesalers/Distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor

Subject: Travel/entertainment Guide

Publisher: Rio Grande Books  www.LPDPress.com   LPDPress@q.com

Author email: pathodapp@yahoo.com

SPECIAL WHOLESALE AND LIBRARY PRICING

MARY DONOHO: New First Lady on the Santa 
Fe Trail by Marian Meyer
Description: Mary Donoho was the first woman to 
survive the rugged and grueling crossing of the Santa Fe 
Trail in 1833. Donoho, “the new first lady of the Santa Fe 
Trail” was a woman of uncommon substance who lived in 
Santa Fe until the 1837 Perez Rebellion and then moved 
with her husband to Clarksville, Texas. After the death of 
her husband, Mrs. Donoho ran the ‘legendary’ Donoho 
Hotel in Clarksville, Texas, and raised her six children. Her 
life lives up to the image of the undaunted pioneer woman 
of the past.

WINNER, NM-AZ BOOK AWARDS, 2016

ISBN: 978-1-943681-11-2   $16.95 pb  157pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor

Subject Category: SW History; Women’s Studies

Publisher: Rio Grande Books, www.LPDPress.com  LPDPress@q.com

Author email: lospobres@cybermesa.com

SPECIAL WHOLESALE AND LIBRARY PRICING

Cooking for Halflings & Monsters: 111 Com-
fy, Cozy Recipes for Fantasy-Loving Souls by 
Astrid Tuttle Winegar
Description: Tolkien scholar Astrid Tuttle 
Winegar has created ‘eleventy-one’ original 
recipes to inspire you in a charming cook-
book which is sure to delight you and any 
other lucky characters who show up in your 
kitchen. So crack open a beer, rustle up some 
“Gündürnüb’s Grüb,” and come along on this 
epic culinary journey. Your quest for delicious 
comfort food is complete! Photographs and 
artwork throughout. 

ISBN:  978-1-940992-72-3  $30 304pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram

Subject Category: Non-fiction, cookbook

Publisher: Oloris Publishing  http://olorispublishing.com/  info@olorismedia.com

Author email: astridwinegar@gmail.com          4F

UNSOLVED by Don Bullis
Description: There are few subjects that 
fascinate people as much as a good mystery. New 
Mexico has always been an enigmatic place, filled 
with rich history. This book explores forty-four 
of NM’s most baffling mysteries, which lure the 
curious and beg for investigation even though 
their solutions have eluded experts, many for 
decades. Leave it to Bullis to open my eyes to a 
whole new world of outlaws, crooked politicians,  
and puzzling crimes.— Anne Hillerman

Winner, 2014 New Mexico-Arizona Book 
Awards
ISBN: 978-1-936744-07-7   $19.95 pb  220pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor

Subject Category: Old West history

Publisher: Rio Grande Books, 505/344-9382/LPDPress@q.com

SPECIAL WHOLESALE AND LIBRARY PRICING

Don’t Settle: How to Marry the Man You 
Were Meant For by Scott Carroll, MD
Description: Tired of being single and failed 
attempts at love? Don’t Settle is the step-by-
step, complete solution you’ve been looking 
for. Using the latest neuroscience, evolution-
ary biology and psychology combined with 
the ancient wisdom of shamans, Dr. Carroll 
will teach you how to attract and marry the 
perfect man for you – the man you were 
meant for.

ISBN: 978-1-5043-6810-0  $14.99pb  
224pp

Distributors: Ingram, Balboa Press

Subject Category: Relationships, Marriage

Publisher: Balboa Press  http://bookstore.balboapress.com/Products/SKU-
001019163/Dont-Settle.aspx  customersupport@balboapress.com

Author email: scottcarrollmd@gmail.com         4F



Grandpa Lolo and Trampa by Nasario García
Description: Junie López, a very perceptive 
eight-year-old, tells the story of Grandpa Lolo and 
the young coyote named Trampa. This bilingual 
tale of the family ranch in the Rio Puerco valley has 
mystery, suspence, and the flavor of New Mexico. 
A tale that young readers will love to read. The 
story is complete with Glossary and a list of special 
New Mexico words and expressions.

Winner, 2014 New Mexico-Arizona Book 
Awards
ISBN: 978-1-936744-30-5  48pp  $9.99

Wholesalers/Distributors: Ingram, Baker & 
Taylor

Subject: Fiction, Young Reader (Grades 3-6), bilingual

Publisher: Rio Grande Books  www.LPDPress.com   LPDPress@q.com

Author email: lospobres@cybermesa.com

SPECIAL WHOLESALE AND LIBRARY PRICING

My Pancakes Taste Different Today! by Heath-
er Wood Galpert & Bruce Galpert 
Description: It’s a surprise to Ethan that his 
favorite breakfast, pancakes, reveal the many 
ways that nature and people work together. 
His innocent act of tossing an oil can into the 
lake, to make a big splash for fun, changes his 
whole world. He learns everyone must care 
for the Earth. This tasty tale teaches children 
gently about our environment, food systems, 
and includes a Santa Fe Celebrity Chef pancake 
recipe!

ISBN: 978-0-9974841-0-6

Wholesalers/distributors: Bookmasters

Subject Category: Children’s picture book 

Publisher: Wagon Wheel Production, http://www.ThePancakesBook.com   
info@thepancakesbook.com 

Author email: info@thepancakesbook.com                 2

Stealthy Steps by Vikki Kestell
Description: Stealthy Steps, a finalist in the 
NM-AZ Book Awards, explodes into action 
in the cold war tunnels of the old Manzano 
Weapons Storage Facility on Kirtland Air Force 
Base in Albuquerque. Gemma Keyes, fired 
from her contractor position at Sandia Labs, 
receives an email from an old friend, a nano-
physicist she knows to be dead, begging her 
to steal onto the base and into the old tun-
nels. When Gemma follows his instructions, 
he unveils his life work to her—and Gemma 
discovers, the hard way, that invisibility comes 
with its own set of problems. 

ISBN:  978-0-9862615-2-7   $15.99   298pp

Wholesalers/distributors: CreateSpace

Subject Category: Science Fiction > Hard Science Fiction, Thriller

Publisher name: Faith-Filled Fiction   www,vikkikestell.com   vkestell@aol.com

Author email:  vkestell@aol.com                 3

No Pretty Picture by Michael Archie Hays
Description: A resident of Mountain-
air, NM, Maud Medders (Maud Hawk 
Wright) was kidnapped by Pancho Villa 
from her home in Chihuahua, becoming 
a witness to Villa’s attack on Columbus, 
NM, in 1916. No Pretty Picture recounts 
in novel form Maud’s harrowing 
experience with Pancho Villa, based on 
reports from newspapers and interviews 
with Maud’s family and friends.  

ISBN: 978-1-63293-102-3  $18.95  
134pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Sunstone 
Press/Ingram, Baker & Taylor

Subject Category: History; Historical 
Fiction; Women

Publisher: Sunstone Press at www.sunstonepress.com

Author email: michaelhays51@gmail.com          1

What Makes a Rainbow? by Ross Van Dusen
Description: We have all seen a rainbow 
but do we know how they happen?  Artist 
Ross Van Dusen takes a whimsical look at 
how a rainbow comes to be. A child looks 
at the colors, the rain, and the sky to give 
an explanation of why rainbows are in our 
world. The art is an amazing collection of 
images that children and adults will fall in 
love with over and over again. Rainbows will 
never be seen the same way again.

WINNER, NM-AZ BOOK AWARDS, 2015

ISBN: 978-1-936744-32-9  $19.95  32pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor

Subject Category: Childrens’ Picture Book

Publisher: Rio Grande Books, www.LPDPress.com  LPDPress@q.com

Author email: rossevandusen@gmail.com

SPECIAL WHOLESALE AND LIBRARY PRICING

Basic Genealogy Checklist by Henrietta Christ-
mas & Paul Rhetts
Description: Today, genealogy ranks second as a 
hobby only to gardening as the most searched topic 
online. According to recent market research, an estimated 
100 million people spend over a $1,000 a year in search 
of their ancestors. Many of these family historians use 
online genealogy services to pursue their quest. This 
group of “pajama” genealogists is projected to grow by 
almost 40 percent in the next ten years. Seeking one’s 
family history is exciting to people of all types, no matter 
whether they be experienced professional genealogists or 
just starting the adventure.

ISBN: 978-1-943681-12-9  128pp  $15.95

Wholesalers/Distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor

Subject: Guide/Family History or Genealogy

Publisher: Rio Grande Books  www.LPDPress.com   LPDPress@q.com

Author email: LPDPress@q.com

SPECIAL WHOLESALE AND LIBRARY PRICING



How the Crocka Dog Came to Be 
by Ross Van Dusen
Description: This is the story of a puppy named 
Frank who lived on Bad Alley. When Frank is 
abused he turns into Crocka Dog and things get 
ugly. Did you know bullies can hurt dogs too? 
Elwood, just a boy, shows Frank love and affection. 
Crocka Dog changes and shows us all that just a 
little kindness can do wonders. This is the first in 
the series of Crocka Dog books which deals with 
the problems of bullying. 

WINNER, MOONBEAM BOOK AWARDS, 2016

ISBN: 978-1-936744-39-8   $21.95 pb  52pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor

Subject Category: Childrens’ Picture Book

Publisher: Rio Grande Books, www.LPDPress.com  LPDPress@q.com

Author email: rossevandusen@gmail.com

SPECIAL WHOLESALE AND LIBRARY PRICING

What Survives by Phyllis M Skoy
Description: Adalet Ulusoy is recover-
ing from severe burns to her legs, the 
death of her parents and the loss of her 
unborn child resulting from a massive 
earthquake on the Black Sea Coast 
of the Republic of Turkey.  Against the 
backdrop of a constantly changing and 
developing Turkey and through love, 
friendship and the horrifying events of 
September 11th, their lives are forever 
changed.

ISBN: 9780996999625  $19.95   
272pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram

Subject Category: Contemporary 
Fiction

Publisher: International Psychoanalytic Books  http://www.IPBooks.net

Author email: pmskoy@mac.com                  1

KILLING TIME by Roberta Parry
Description: At age 15, Boston Brahmin 
Reggie Patterson spent a year in Northern 
Arizona where her anthropologist father 
was studying the Hopi.  There she found 
a way of life and first love she meant to 
leave behind, but never did.  At 35, she 
finds her privileged life superficial and 
empty.  She returns to Arizona in quest 
of the woman she wanted to be, and to 
finally lay her ghosts to rest. 

ISBN: 978-63413-923-6  $17.95  468pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, 
Baker & Taylor, Nacscorp, Espresso Book 
Machine

Subject Category: Fiction/literary

Publisher: Mill City Press, www.millcitypublishing.com, info@millcitypress.
net

Author email: rparrya@q.com          4

THE TALKING LIZARD by Nasario Garcia
Description: The Talking Lizard is a collection 
of stories in New Mexico folklore. The bilingual 
book features stories on snakes, bobcats, bears, 
witches, the moon, owls, lizards, dogs, and many 
more animals that will appeal to young readers. 
The book also contains a Glossary of Hispanic 
New Mexican words making this a useful tool 
for learners of Spanish.

WINNER, NM-AZ BOOK AWARDS, 2015

ISBN: 978-1-936744-07-7   $14.99 pb  86pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker & 
Taylor

Subject Category: Young Reader, Grades 3 to 
6

Publisher: Rio Grande Books, 505/344-9382/LPDPress@q.com

Author email: lospobres@cybermesa.com

SPECIAL WHOLESALE AND LIBRARY PRICING

Green Knees: New Mexico’s Finest & “Funnest” 
Children’s Radio Show!

Green Knees is a radio show for children and book lovers. Andy and Aunt Agatha 
read stories, play music and have guests who read their own books and tell us 
about what they like to do. Claudette Sutton, publisher of Tumbleweeds, fills us 
in on events for children.

Every Saturday morning at 7am on KSFR 101.1 FM.

We are always looking for guests. Please contact us if you are interested.

greenkneesradio@gmail.com                                  5F

My Mother’s Gentle Unbecoming - The 
Absentings of Alzheimer’s by Dan Wetmore
Description:  Collection of poems chroni-
cling a mother’s descent into Alzheimer’s.  
Intended take-away is an appreciation 
that the lion’s share of a life is the ripples 
we imbue in others; that beauty can be 
found in the seemingly most ugly - that in 
sorrow we see the shadow cast by former 
joys.  It’s hoped the whole will be seen as 
a portrait of love, albeit reflected in the 
mirror of grief.

ISBN:  0998194913  $9.99  62 pp

Wholesalers/distributors:  Amazon

Subject Category:  Alzheimer’s, Poetry

Publisher:  St. Andrews University Press 
press@sa.edu

Author email:  tampadan1@gmail.com               5F


